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We determine all locally compact abelian groups with the property that the
group of all topological automorphisms acts transitively on the set of nontrivial
elements. Such groups are called homogeneous. The connected ones are the
additive groups of finite-dimensional vector spaces over the real numbers. The
 .compact ones are the not necessarily finite powers of cyclic groups of prime
order. Actually, the commutativity hypothesis is needed only in the remaining
cases: the disconnected torsion-free homogeneous abelian locally compact groups
are the divisible hulls of powers of the group of p-adic integers; and the homoge-
 .neous abelian locally compact torsion groups are the products of compact powers
of cyclic groups and discrete elementary abelian groups. A characterization of
additive groups of vector spaces of finite dimension over locally compact fields is
obtained. Q 1998 Academic Press
A topological group H is called homogeneous, if the group of all
topological automorphisms of H acts transitively on the complement of
the neutral element in H. The first examples that come to mind are
 .additive groups of topological skew fields, or of vector spaces of finite
dimension over topological fields. Our investigation is guided by the
question of how far a general homogeneous group can deviate from these
examples. Of course, the crucial point is that we admit only topological
automorphisms. If the topology is ignored then the abelian case is almost
trivial, while the nonabelian case appears to be very hard. For instance,
w xthere are homogeneous nonabelian discrete torsion-free groups; see 6 .
The present study of homogeneous locally compact groups was stimu-
lated by questions that arose in the theory of topological incidence
geometries. For example, the translation group of a nondiscrete locally
compact translation plane is a locally compact abelian homogeneous group
w xwhich is neither compact nor discrete; see 1 . Together with the informa-
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 w xtion that the point set of such a plane has countable weight see 8, 1.9 ,
w x.compare 10, 41.8 , we obtain that these translation groups are additive
groups of vector spaces of finite dimension over nondiscrete locally com-
 .pact fields, compare 5.2 below.
I express my gratitude to Andreas Neeb for several helpful discussions. I
am very grateful to the referee, who provided the crucial argument to show
 .that the groups D p, d are homogeneous.
From Section 2 onwards, we mostly consider abelian groups, written
additively. Only the last section is devoted to homogeneous groups that are
not necessarily abelian. Apart from the usual symbols N, Z, Q, R denoting
the sets of natural numbers, integers, rational numbers, and real numbers,
respectively, we fix the following notation:
P: the set of all primes;
ÃQ: the Pontryagin dual of the discrete group Q;
F : the field with p elements;p
Q : the field of p-adic numbers, or its additive group;p
Z : the ring of p-adic integers, or its additive group;p
Z=: the multiplicative group of invertible elements in Z ;p p
< <x : the p-adic norm of x g Q .p p
 .We only consider Hausdorff groups, except in Lemma 1.1. Assertion a
of that lemma shows that this is no substantial loss of generality. Groups
that are assumed to be abelian will be written additively.
1. HOMOGENEOUS TOPOLOGICAL GROUPS
In a homogeneous group H, there are no characteristic subsets apart
 4  4from 1 and H _ 1 . This is the key argument in the proof of the
following.
 .1.1 . LEMMA. Let H be a homogeneous group. Then the following hold.
 .a Either H is a Hausdorff group, or H has the indiscrete topology.
 .   4b Either H is torsion-free that is, e¨ery element of H _ 1 has infinite
. order , or H has exponent p that is, there exists a prime p such that e¨ery
 4 .element of H _ 1 has order p .
 .  y1 y1 4c Either H is abelian, or H s g h gh ¬ g, h g H , and the center
of H is tri¨ ial.
 .d Either H is co¨ered by compact subgroups, or H is compact-free
 .that is, it has no nontri¨ ial compact subgroup at all .
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 .e Either H is connected, or H is totally disconnected.
 .f Either H is arcwise connected, or the arc components are tri¨ ial.
If H is locally compact, then we ha¨e:
 .g Either H is arcwise connected, or totally disconnected.
 .h If H has exponent p then H is totally disconnected.
 4Proof. The closure of 1 in H is invariant under topological automor-
 .phisms. Thus either it is trivial and H is a Hausdorff group or it equals
 .  .H and H is indiscrete . Thus assertion a is established.
 4Since H is homogeneous, every element in H _ 1 has the same order.
 4If g g H _ 1 has finite order n, we write n s pd for a prime divisor p of
n, and find that g d has order p. Thus H has exponent p. This proves
 .assertion b .
 y1 y1 4The set g h gh ¬ g, h g H and the connected component of H as
well as the arc component are of course characteristic subsets of H. Thus
 .  .  .assertions c , e , and f follow.
 .In order to prove assertion d , assume that H contains a compact
nontrivial subgroup C. Then every element of H can be mapped into C by
a topological automorphism of H. Thus H is covered by the compact
images of C under topological automorphisms.
Now assume that H is locally compact. If H is connected, then the arc
w xcomponent of H is nontrivial by a result of Gleason 4 , and H is arcwise
 .  .connected by assertion f . This proves assertion g .
If H has exponent p, it follows that every closed abelian subgroup of H
is totally disconnected, since every connected locally compact abelian
w xgroup is divisible, see 5, 24.21 . If H were connected, we could find a
connected abelian subgroup by an application of the Malcev]Iwasawa
Theorem and the Structure Theorem for compact connected groups, as
 .  .  .stated in 1.4 and 1.5 below. Thus assertion h is established.
 .1.2 . LEMMA. Let H be a homogeneous topological group.
 .a If H has exponent p, then H is di¨ isible by e¨ery natural number
n g N _ pN; that is, for each x g H there exists y g H such that y n s x.
 .b If H is torsion-free, then H is di¨ isible by each natural number.
Proof. Let n be a natural number, and assume that n is not divisible by
 . np in case a . We need only consider the case where x / 1. Then x / 1,
n a a n .  .  .and we find a g Aut H such that x s x s x .
From now on, we only consider Hausdorff groups. We will need the
following result from the theory of locally compact abelian groups.
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 .1.3 . LEMMA. Let C be a compact abelian group. Then the following
hold:
 .a The group C is torsion-free if , and only if , there exist cardinal
Ã c d p .numbers c and d for each prime p such that C ( Q =  Z .p pg P p
 .b If C is torsion-free and connected, then we ha¨e d s 0 for eachp
prime p.
 .c If C is torsion-free and totally disconnected, then c s 0.
 . w xProof. Assertion a is proved in 5, 25.8 . The other assertions follow
Ã c d p .from the observation that the connected component of Q =  Zpg P p
cÃ  4is just Q = 0 .
For the case of connected locally compact groups, powerful tools from
the structure theory of locally compact groups are available. The follow-
wing well known result is due to Malcev and Iwasawa, see 7, Sect. 4, Theo-
xrem 13 .
 .1.4 . MALCEV]IWASAWA THEOREM. For e¨ery locally compact con-
nected group G, the following hold.
 .a E¨ery compact subgroup of G is contained in some maximal
compact subgroup M of G. The maximal compact subgroups form a single
conjugacy class.
 .b If M is a maximal compact subgroup of G, then there exist a natural
 4number n and embeddings r : R ª G for each i g 1, . . . , n such that thei
 . r1 rnmap defined by r , . . . , r , m ¬ r ??? r ? m is a homeomorphism from1 n 1 n
R n = M onto G.
A connected Lie group L is called almost simple, if it has no proper
nondiscrete normal subgroup. By the following result, the structure theory
of compact connected groups is, essentially, reduced to the theory of
compact almost simple Lie groups and the theory of compact abelian
wgroups. A proof can be found, for example, in 2, App. I, No. 3, Proposi-
xtion 2 .
 .1.5 . STRUCTURE THEOREM. Let G be a compact connected group. Then
 .there exist a compact connected abelian group C, a family S of almosti ig I
simple compact Lie groups S , and a continuous surjecti¨ e homomorphism h:i
C =  S ª G with totally disconnected kernel. The image Ch is theig I i
connected component of the center of G, and the commutator group G9
 .hequals  S .ig I i
 .  .The keep results 1.4 and 1.5 will only be needed in the last section,
when we deal with nonabelian groups.
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2. HOMOGENEOUS TOPOLOGICAL ABELIAN GROUPS
 .2.1 . LEMMA. Let H be a homogeneous topological abelian group.
 .a If H is torsion-free, then H is uniquely di¨ isible; that is, for each
natural number n, the endomorphism m : g ¬ ng is bijecti¨ e.n
 .  4b If pH s 0 for a prime p, then H is uniquely di¨ isible by each
natural number n which is not di¨ isible by p; that is, for each of these n, the
 .endomorphism m is bijecti¨ e in fact, a topological automorphism .n
Proof. Let n be a natural number, and assume that n is not divisible by
 .p in case b . Then m is surjective by Lemma 1.2. The kernel of m isn n
 4  4h g H ¬ nh s 0 s 0 , whence m is injective.n
 4If pH s 0 , then m s m for each z g Z. Thus we may interpret nn nqp z
as an element of ZrpZ, and obtain m py1 s id; recall that we assume thatn
p does not divide n. Thus my1 s m py2 is continuous, and m is an n n
topological automorphism.
 .2.2 . Remark. Even if m is bijective, it need not be a topologicaln
automorphism of H, see Remark 3.8 below.
 4Every abelian group is a Z-module in a natural way. If pH s 0 , we
obtain a multiplication by scalars from F [ ZrpZ. If H is uniquelyp
 . mny1divisible, we put mrn g [ mg for m, n g N; this defines a multiplica-
tion by scalars from Q. Thus we obtain:
 .  .2.3 . COROLLARY. a If H is torsion-free, then H is a ¨ector space
o¨er Q.
 .b If pH s 0, then H is a ¨ector space o¨er F .p
We have thus determined all discrete homogeneous abelian groups:
these are just the additive groups of vector spaces. In the case where H is
not discrete and torsion-free, it remains open at this point whether
multiplication by 1rn is continuous for each positive integer n, that is,
whether H is a topological vector space over the discrete field Q. In the
next section, we will construct examples of homogeneous locally compact
 .abelian groups that fail to form topological vector spaces. Theorem 5.2
below characterizes those locally compact groups that are vector spaces
 . .over nondiscrete locally compact fields; see also Proposition 4.5 d and
 .Theorem 6.4 .
3. A CLASS OF EXAMPLES
 .dAs minimal divisible extensions of Z turn out to play a crucial role inp
the classification of homogeneous locally compact groups, we study these
in detail.
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A divisible group D is called a minimal di¨ isible extension of G if G is a
subgroup of D, and no divisible proper subgroup of D contains G. If G is
abelian and torsion-free, then there exists a minimal divisible extension of
G, and between any two minimal divisible extensions of G there is an
w xisomorphism that fixes G pointwise; see, for example, 5, A.15, A.16 ; or
form the tensor product of the Z-module G with Q. The minimal divisible
 .d w xextension D of Z has been determined in 5, 25.32b, c : we havep
 .  . < < 4D ( D p, d [ q ¬ sup q - ` . If d is finite then D is isomor-pi ig d ig d i
 .dphic to Q .p
 .3.1 . LEMMA. Let d be an arbitrary cardinal. Then there is a unique
 .  .dgroup topology on D p, d such that C [ Z is open and retains itsp
 .original topology. With this topology, the group D p, d is locally compact.
Proof. The filter of all neighborhoods of 0 in C generates a filter U in
 .  4D p, d . The system x q U ¬ U g U is the system of neighborhoods of a
 . w xgroup topology T on D p, d , see 5, 4.5 . Obviously, the compact group C
 .is embedded as an open subgroup in D p, d , and T is the only group
 .topology on D p, d with this property. As C is a compact neighborhood
 .of 0, we infer that the group D p, d is locally compact.
 .Whenever the group D p, d is considered in the present paper, we will
 .topologize it as in 3.1 . If d is finite, then this topology coincides with the
 .  .dproduct topology on D p, d s Q .p
It will turn out that homogeneity alone does not suffice to single out the
locally compact vector spaces over Q among locally compact abelianp
groups. Additional topological properties will help to achieve this aim.
Recall that the weight of a topological space is the minimum cardinality of
a basis for the topology.
 .3.2 . LEMMA. Let p be a prime, and let d be a cardinal number. Then the
following are equi¨ alent:
 .a The cardinal number d is finite.
 .  .b The weight of D p, d is countable.
 .  .c The group D p, d is s-compact.
 .  .Proof. If D p, d is s-compact then the quotient Q of D p, d modulo
 .d  .dZ inherits this property. Now Q is discrete because Z is open.p p
Therefore, the quotient Q is s-compact exactly if it is countable. As the
 4dset Q contains a copy of 0, 1 , it is countable exactly if d is finite. If
 .D p,d has a countable basis, then Q has a countable basis as well,
because it is the image of D under a continuous open surjection.
 ./ 0Note, by way of contrast, that Z has countable weight since the dualp
w xgroup is countable; compare 5, 24.15 .
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 .3.3 . DEFINITIONS. The following maps will turn out to form automor-
 .  .phisms of D p, d that help to see that D p, d is a homogeneous group,
for each choice of p, d.
 .  .a For any family a s a of in¨ertible elements a of the ringi ig d i
aÄ .  .  . .  .Z , we define a : D p, d ª D p, d by stipulating x s x a .Äp i ig d i i ig d
 .  .  .b For any element j g d, let t : D p, d ª D p, d be the ``trans-j
 . .t j  .vection'' defined by x s t , where t s x q x if i / j, andi ig d i ig d i i j
t s x .j j
 .  .  .c For any element j g d, let g : D p, d ª D p, d be defined byj
 . .g j  .x s b , where b s x if i / j, and b s px .i ig d i ig d i i j j
 .  =. d3.4 . LEMMA. For e¨ery a g Z and e¨ery j g d, the maps a , t , andÄp j
 .g are topological automorphisms of D p, d .j
Proof. It is easily seen that the maps a , t , and g are additive. In anyÄ j j
of the cases, the inverse map is rather obvious. Thus it remains to show
that these maps and their inverses are continuous at 0. As the open
subgroup C is invariant under a and t , it suffices to show that theÄ j
induced bijections of the compact Hausdorff space C are continuous. But
C carries the product topology, and continuity of a and t follows fromÄ j
the easy observation that composition with the natural projections yields
continuous maps.
We have to be a little more careful when dealing with g since C / Cg j.j
However, the image Cg j is open again, and the induced bijection from C
g jonto C is clearly continuous.
 .3.5 . THEOREM. For e¨ery prime p and e¨ery cardinal number d, the
 .group D p, d is homogeneous.
 .  .Proof. Let x s x and y s y be nonzero elements ofi ig d i ig d
 .D p, d . Then there are elements j, k g d such that x / 0 / y . Nowj k
< < < ym <there are natural numbers m, n such that sup x - p x sp pig d i j
< yn < < <p y ) sup y .p pk ig d i
< ym <The ultrametric inequality for the p-adic norm yields p x spj
< ym <  4 < < < ym <x q p x for each i g d _ j . For each a g Q with a s p x ,p p pi j p j
 .we thus find a family a s a of invertible elements a g Z such thati ig d i p
 ym .  4 ymx q p x a s a for each i g d _ j , and p x a s a. This meansi j i j j
ym  .that the automorphism g t a maps x to the constant family a .Äj j ig d
yn Ä .Similarly, we find a family b s b such that g t b maps y to thei ig d k k
very same constant.
We conclude this section with some additional information about endo-
 .morphisms of D p, d .
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 .  .3.6 . LEMMA. The topological group D p, d is a topological Z -module;p
 .  .   . .  .that is, the map m: Z = D p, d ª D p, d : a, x ¬ ax isp i ig d i ig d
continuous.
 .Proof. As D p, d is a topological group, it suffices to show that the
 .drestriction of m to Z = C is continuous. This is obvious because C s Zp p
carries the product topology.
 .  .3.7 . COROLLARY. E¨ery continuous endomorphism of D p, d is Q -p
linear.
Proof. Every endomorphism of the additive group of a vector space
over Q is Q-linear. By continuity of m, such an endomorphism is also
Z -linear, and the assertion follows from Q s Z Q.p p p
 .3.8 . Remark. If d is infinite, then multiplication by 1rp is not contin-
 .  .uous in D p, d , since pC is not open in C. Thus D p, d is not a
 .topological vector space even if we try Q with the discrete topology , and
there exist Q -linear bijections that are continuous but not open.p
4. HOMOGENEOUS LOCALLY COMPACT ABELIAN
TORSION GROUPS
 .4.1 . LEMMA. Let H be a locally compact abelian group, and assume
 4that there exists a prime p such that pH s 0 . Then there exists a cardinal c
 .cand a continuous injecti¨ e homomorphism m: H ª ZrpZ . If H is com-
pact, then this homomorphism is an embedding, and m may be chosen as a
topological isomorphism.
Proof. We claim that the set C of all continuous group homomor-
phisms from H to P [ ZrpZ separates the points of H. In fact, the group
 . .H is totally disconnected by Lemma 1.1 h . This implies that every
neighborhood U of 0 in H contains a compact open subgroup S of H;U
w xsee 5, 7.7 . The quotient HrS is a discrete abelian group of exponent p.U
 .Thus the continuous group homomorphisms from HrS to P separateU
 4the points of HrS . For every h g H _ 0 we find a neighborhood U of 0U
such that h f U, and our claim follows.
We obtain an injective group homomorphism h from H to P C by
h  g . Cputting g [ g . The product topology on P renders h continu-g g C
ous. We identify P C with P c, where c is the cardinality of C.
Continuous injections of compact spaces into Hausdorff spaces are
always embeddings, that is, homeomorphisms onto the image. Therefore, it
remains to show that every closed subgroup H of P c is topologically
isomorphic to P d for some cardinal d.
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The dual V of P c is just a discrete vector space over F . The annihilatorp
H H is a subgroup and therefore a subspace of V. Thus the dual of H is
isomorphic to the vector space VrH H . If d is the dimension of this vector
dspace, we obtain that H is isomorphic to P .
 .4.2 . COROLLARY. If C is a compact totally disconnected abelian sub-
group of a homogeneous topological group H, then there exist a prime p and a
 .d  .dcardinal d such that C is isomorphic either to ZrpZ or to Z .p
 .Proof. If H is torsion-free, we know from Lemma 1.3 that C (
 .d p  . Z holds for some sequence d of cardinal numbers. Ifpg P p p pg P
d / 0 for some p, we find an element x g C such that the sequencep
 n .  n .p x converges to 0, but q x does not for each prime qng N ng N
 .ddifferent from p. Since H is homogeneous, this implies C ( Z .p
 .If H is not torsion-free, then Lemma 4.1 applies.
 .  .c4.3 . LEMMA. For e¨ery cardinal c, the group ZrpZ is homogeneous.
Proof. We abbreviate P [ ZrpZ. The group P c is compact; its dual$
c  .V [ P is isomorphic to the discrete group of all maps from c to P with
finite support. Now V is the additive group of a vector space over F .p
 .Consequently, the group Aut V acts transitively on the set of hyperplanes
c  4 H  g 4in V. For x g P _ 0 , the annihilator x [ g g V ¬ x s 0 is one of
these hyperplanes; note that x may be interpreted as a linear form on V.
 c.Every automorphism of V is the adjoint a of some a g Aut P . ForÃ
c  4every y g P _ 0 , there exists, therefore, a topological automorphism a
c H aÃ H H H a H H H H .  .of P such that x s y . We infer x s y . Since x is just
w x  .athe closed subgroup generated by x, see 5, 23.26 , we have F x s F y.p p
 4Now multiplication by a g F _ 0 is of course a topological automor-p
c cphism of P , and we conclude that P is homogeneous.
 .cWe will see in the last section that in fact the groups ZrpZ are the
 .only homogeneous compact groups irrespective of commutativity ; see
 .6.6 . We are now in a position to determine all homogeneous locally
compact abelian torsion groups, because every such group satisfies the
assumptions of the following theorem.
 .4.4 . THEOREM. Let H be a locally compact abelian group. If there is a
 4prime p such that pH s 0 then there exist cardinals c and d such that the
group H is topologically isomorphic to P c = V, where P s ZrpZ, the group V
is a discrete ¨ector space of dimension d o¨er F , and P c carries the productp
topology. For e¨ery choice of cardinals c and d, the group P c = V is
homogeneous.
 . .Proof. According to Lemma 1.1 h , the group H is totally discon-
nected. Therefore, we find a compact open subgroup C in H. The group C
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c  .is isomorphic to P for some cardinal c by Lemma 4.1 . Since H is a
vector space over F , we find a subgroup V of H such that H s C q Vp
 4and C l V s 0 . Then V ( HrC is discrete, and therefore closed in H.
Thus H is topologically isomorphic to the direct product of C and V.
Every automorphism a of C extends to an automorphism a of H byÄ
<putting a s id. Continuity of a is decided in the neighborhood C. ThusÄ ÄV
a is a topological automorphism of H if a is a topological automorphismÄ
of C.
 4If C is finite, we may assume C s 0 . Then H s V is a discrete vector
space, and therefore homogeneous. If HrC is finite then H is compact;
 .we may then take C s H, and infer from 4.3 that H is homogeneous.
It remains to consider the case where both C and HrC are infinite. Let
 4x and y be elements of H _ 0 . If both x and y belong to C then Lemma
 .4.3 asserts that we find a topological automorphism a of C such that
x a s y. The reasoning above shows that a extends to a topological
automorphism of H. Therefore, it suffices to show that any element
z g H _ C can be mapped to an element of C by a topological automor-
phism of H. As both C and HrC are infinite, we have isomorphisms of
topological groups from C onto Cq[ C q F z, and from V onto HrCq.p
Therefore, we find a topological automorphism of H that maps C on-
qto C .
The following observations show that the additive groups of vector
spaces over nondiscrete locally compact fields form a quite small subclass
of the class of homogeneous nondiscrete noncompact locally compact
abelian torsion groups.
 .4.5 . PROPOSITION. Let p be a prime. For arbitrary cardinals c and d,
 .cput C s ZrpZ and let V be the additi¨ e group of a discrete ¨ector space of
dimension d o¨er F . Then H s C = V is a homogeneous locally compactp
abelian group, and the following hold.
 .a The group H is nondiscrete if and only if c is infinite.
 .b The group H is noncompact if and only if d is infinite.
 .c The group H is s-compact if and only if d is countable.
 .d The weight of H is countable if and only if both c and d are
countable.
 .e If c s d s / then H is the additi¨ e group of a nondiscrete locally0
compact field of characteristic p.
 .  4f If max c, d ) / then H is not the additi¨ e group of a topological0
¨ector space o¨er a nondiscrete locally compact field.
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 .Proof. Assertion c follows from the observation that H is s-compact
exactly if V is s-compact: as V is discrete, this means that d is countable.
 .cA product ZrpZ has countable weight exactly if c is countable. The
discrete vector space V has countable weight exactly if it has countable
 .dimension. This proves assertion d .
If K is a nondiscrete locally compact field, then K is a finite extension
either of the field of real numbers, or of a field of p-adic numbers, or of a
w xfield of formal Laurent series over a finite field, compare 11, Chap. I . In
any case, the weight of K is countable, and every nontrivial vector space of
finite dimension over K shares this property.
Now assume that K has characteristic p. Since the additive group of K
is homogeneous and neither discrete nor compact, we obtain that it is
 .cisomorphic to a product of ZrpZ by a discrete vector space of dimen-
sion d over F , where c and d are both infinite. If one of these cardinalsp
were uncountable, then this product would have uncountable weight. Thus
 .c s d s / , and assertion e follows.0
Locally compact vector spaces over K have finite dimension. Thus
 4max c, d ) / implies that H has uncountable weight. This yields asser-0
 .tion f . The rest is clear.
5. HOMOGENEOUS LOCALLY COMPACT ABELIAN
GROUPS: THE TORSION-FREE CASE
 .5.1 . THEOREM. Let H be a locally compact abelian group. If H is
homogeneous, nondiscrete, and torsion-free, then either H is isomorphic to R n
for some natural number n, or there exist a prime p and a cardinal d such that
 .  .dH is isomorphic to the minimal di¨ isible extension D p, d of Z , topolo-p
gized as in Section 3. Con¨ersely, all these groups are homogeneous.
Proof. Assume first that H is not totally disconnected. Then H is
 .connected by Lemma 1.1 . As a connected locally compact abelian group,
the group H is isomorphic to the product of a compact group C and R n
w xfor some natural number n; see 5, 9.8 . Since C is a characteristic
subgroup of H, we infer that either H ( R n or H s C holds true. Now
Ã c . .Lemma 1.3 b asserts that H s C implies that H ( Q holds for some
Ãcardinal c. Since the group Q is not arcwise connected but has nontrivial
 w x.arc component compare 5, 10.13, 10.15, and 25.4 , Lemma 1.1 yields
c s 0.
Now assume that H is totally disconnected. Then there exists a compact
w x  .dopen subgroup C of H, see 5, 7.7 . By Corollary 4.2, we have C ( Z p
for some cardinal d and some prime p.
We claim that H is a minimal divisible extension of C. In order to see
this, let D be a divisible subgroup of H containing C, and let g be an
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 4arbitrary element of H _ 0 . Then there is a topological automorphism a
of H such that g a g C. This implies that the closed subgroup S generated
by g is compact. Consequently, the quotient SCrC is compact as well.
Since C is open, we have that HrC is discrete. Therefore, the group
SCrC is finite, and there exists a natural number n such that ng g C.
Since H is uniquely divisible, we conclude g g D, and the claim is
established.
 .dBeing a minimal divisible extension of C ( Z , the group H isp
 .algebraically isomorphic to D p, d . Since C is open in H, the group H
 .has the topology introduced in Section 3. We have seen in 3.5 that
 .D p, d is homogeneous.
 .  .In 3.8 we have shown that D p, d is not a topological vector space if
d is infinite. However, the additional assumption that the group in ques-
tion has countable weight rules out the minimal divisible extension of
 .d  .Z for infinite d; see Lemma 3.2 . Combining this observation withp
 .Proposition 4.5 , we obtain the following.
 .5.2 . THEOREM. Let H be a homogeneous locally compact abelian group.
If H has countable weight, and if H is neither compact nor discrete, then H is
the additi¨ e group of a ¨ector space of finite dimension o¨er some nondiscrete
locally compact field.
6. HOMOGENEOUS LOCALLY COMPACT GROUPS:
THE NONABELIAN CASE
We turn to the general case now, where we no longer assume that H is
abelian, and resume multiplicative notation.
 .6.1 . PROPOSITION. E¨ery homogeneous compact group is totally discon-
nected.
Proof. Let H be a homogeneous compact group with nontrivial con-
 . .nected component; then H is connected by 1.1 e . If H is abelian, then
 . .  .1.1 h yields that H is torsion-free. Then H is trivial by Theorem 5.1 . If
 .H is not abelian, the Structure Theorem 1.5 asserts that we find a closed
subgroup which is isomorphic to a nontrivial compact connected Lie group.
This subgroup contains a circle group, and therefore elements of different
order, contradicting our assumption.
 .6.2 . LEMMA. Let G be a connected semisimple nontri¨ ial Lie group. If
e¨ery compact subgroup of G is tri¨ ial then the center of G is not tri¨ ial.
Proof. Assume, to the contrary, that the center of G is trivial. Then G
 .is via the adjoint representation isomorphic to the adjoint group of its Lie
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w xalgebra. According to 7, Lemma 3.11 , there are a compact subgroup K
and a solvable subgroup H of G such that G s HK. As G is not solvable,
the group K is not trivial, contradicting our hypothesis.
 . 6.3 . Remark. Using the classification of simple Lie groups in partic-
ular, the fact that every almost simple Lie group that is not locally
.isomorphic to SL R contains some nontrivial semisimple compact group ,2
one can show that a connected semisimple Lie group without nontrivial
compact subgroups is in fact isomorphic to Sn, where n is a natural
number, and S is the simply connected covering of SL R.2
 .6.4 . THEOREM. If H is a homogeneous connected locally compact group,
then there exists a natural number n such that H is isomorphic to the additi¨ e
group R n.
Proof. If the group H is compact, it is isomorphic to R0 by Proposition
 .6.1 . If H is not compact, we find a closed subgroup isomorphic to R by
 .the Malcev]Iwasawa Theorem, see 1.4 . Thus there are elements in H
that are not contained in any compact subgroup of H. Consequently, every
 . .compact subgroup of H is trivial, compare Lemma 1.1 d . Now the
Malcev]Iwasawa Theorem yields that H is homeomorphic to R n for some
natural number n. In particular, we infer that H is a Lie group. If H is
 . .solvable, then H is in fact abelian by Lemma 1.1 c , and therefore
isomorphic to R n. If H is not solvable, then the solvable radical of H is
trivial, and we infer that H is semisimple. Since H is not abelian, the
 .center of H is trivial. Applying 6.2 , we reach the contradiction that H
contains a nontrivial compact subgroup.
Now that we know all homogeneous locally compact abelian groups, we
can infer the following.
 .6.5 . THEOREM. Let H be a locally compact homogeneous abelian group.
 .  .a If H is a torsion group in particular, if H is compact then e¨ery
closed subgroup of H is homogeneous.
 .b If H is torsion-free then a closed subgroup S of H is homogeneous
exactly if it is di¨ isible.
Proof. If H is a torsion group then it is elementary abelian. Every
closed subgroup is an elementary abelian locally compact group again, and
 .thus homogeneous by 4.4 .
Now assume that H is torsion-free. Every homogeneous subgroup is
 .divisible by 1.2 . Conversely, let S be a closed divisible subgroup of H.
Then S is a closed Q-subspace, and therefore an R-subspace if H ( R n.
 .  .In the remaining cases, we have H ( D p, c by 5.1 . As S is locally
compact and totally disconnected, we find a compact open subgroup U of
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 .  .dS. According to 4.2 , there is a cardinal d such that U ( Z . Thep
divisible hull V s QU is an open subgroup of S. Picking a vector space
complement W to V in S, we observe that W is discrete, and S s V [ W.
 .As S is closed, we have that S is a Z -submodule of H, see 3.6 . Thisp
 4  .dmeans W s 0 , and S s V is the divisible hull of U ( Z . According top
 .3.5 , the group S is homogeneous.
Compactness is another strong topological condition to be imposed on
homogeneous groups; it has consequences that are analogous to those of
connectedness.
 .6.6 . THEOREM. Let H be a compact group. Then the following are
equi¨ alent:
 .a H is homogeneous.
 .b H is elementary abelian.
 .  .cc H is isomorphic to ZrpZ for some prime p and some cardinal c.
Proof. Let H be a compact group. Without loss, we assume that H is
nontrivial.
Assume first that H is homogeneous. Then H is totally disconnected by
 .Proposition 6.1 . Therefore, we find a proper open normal subgroup N in
H. Being compact and discrete, the quotient HrN is finite. For every
h g H, there exists a prime p such that the closed subgroup generated by
 .h is either isomorphic to Z or to ZrpZ; compare 4.2 . Since Z has nop p
closed subgroups apart from pnZ for n g N, we conclude that HrN is ap
p-group. Therefore, the group HrN is nilpotent, and we conclude from
 . .1.1 c that H is abelian. If the group H were torsion-free, then it would
 .  .be trivial by Theorem 5.1 . According to Lemma 1.1 , there exists a prime
 .p such that H has exponent p. Thus we have shown that assertion a
 .implies assertion b .
 .  .  .We have seen in 4.1 that assertion b implies assertion c .
 .  .cAccording to Lemma 4.3 , the groups ZrpZ are homogeneous.
 .  .Therefore, assertion c implies assertion a .
Let us close this section with some hints at homogeneous nonabelian
 .discrete groups.
 .  .6.7 . EXAMPLES. a There are examples of nonabelian homoge-
 .neous groups; for instance, nonabelian torsion-free groups where the
wnontrivial elements form a single conjugacy class were constructed in 6,
xTheorem III .
 .b There even exist infinite skew fields with the property that all
elements different from 1 are conjugates in the multiplicative group; see
w x3, Corollary 5.5.3 .
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 .c The so-called Ivanov]Ol'shanskiõ monsters are infinite groups ofÏ
exponent p such that every proper subgroup is cyclic, and that there are p
w xconjugacy classes. Such groups exist for sufficiently large p; see 9, 41.2 .
They are candidates for homogeneous nonabelian groups of exponent p.
Â Â7. RESUME
The following classes of homogeneous locally compact groups are known:
Conn: additive groups of vector spaces of finite dimension over
the reals.
Vect: discrete vector spaces over the rationals.
TopVect: additive groups of vector spaces of finite dimension over a
nondiscrete locally compact field.
DivExt: minimal divisible extensions of arbitrary powers of the
compact group of p-adic integers, for a prime p.
 .Comp: compact elementary abelian groups, see 4.3 .
 .TorAb: locally compact elementary abelian groups, see 4.4 .
 .NonAb: certain nonabelian discrete torsion-free groups, see 6.7 .
Notice that Conn j DivExt j TorAb properly contains TopVect, and that
TorAb properly contains Comp. Our results say that, among the homoge-
neous locally compact groups,
v the abelian ones are exactly those in
Conn j DivExt j Vect j TorAb,
v the connected ones are exactly those in Conn,
v the compact ones are exactly those in Comp,
v the abelian torsion groups are exactly those in TorAb,
v the torsion-free abelian groups are exactly those in
Conn j DivExt j Vect,
v the nondiscrete, noncompact abelian ones of countable weight are
exactly those in TopVect.
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